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Outline 

Ø  Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) 

Ø  RHIC-STAR experiment 

Ø  Background issue 

Ø  Invariant mass dep. of the Δγ correlator 

Ø  Δγ with respect to ΨRP (ZDC) and ΨPP (TPC)  

Ø  Summary    
ΨRP:  reaction plane ; ΨPP:  participant plane  

Another method, poster #593  
by Niseem Magdy (for STAR) 
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Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) 
Kharzeev, et al. NPA 803, 227 (2008) 
Voloshin, PRC 70, 057901 (2004) 

 electric charge separation along the B field 

Ø  Gluon configuration with non-zero topological charge (Qw) converts left 
(right)-handed fermions to right (left)-handed fermions, generating electric
 current along B direction and leading to electric charge separation 
Ø  Experimentally,                                        used to search for the CME γ = cos(φα +φβ − 2ψ RP )
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The STAR detector 

STAR preliminary 

STAR preliminary 

Ø Time Projection Chamber    (ϕ=0-2π, |η|<1 ) 
    Tracking - momentum 

    Ionization energy loss - dE/dx (particle identification)  

Ø Time Of Flight detector       (ϕ=0-2π, |η|<0.9) 
    Timing resolution <100ps  - PID improvement 
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Background issue 

STAR, PRC 89,044908 (2014) 

STAR, PRL 103,251601 (2009); PRC 81,54908 (2010); PRC 88,64911 (2013) 

Ø  Δγ = γOS - γSS correlator consistent with CME expectation 
Ø  Recent measurements of charge correlations suggest dominant, if

 not all, background contribution 
Ø  What is the background?  
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Three-point correlator [Eq. (1)] measured
with 1st and 2nd harmonic event planes versus centrality for Au + Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. Shown with crosses are our previous

results from the 2004 RHIC run (Y4) [9,10]. The Y4 run used a
second harmonic event plane. Y4 and Y7 !2 results are consistent
within statistical errors. Shaded areas for the 2nd harmonic points
represent the systematic uncertainty of the event-plane determination.
Systematic uncertainties for the 1st harmonic points are negligible
compared to the statistical ones shown.

Before any possible interaction with the medium, the CME
is expected to generate equal correlation magnitudes for same
and opposite-charge pairs. It was previously supposed that
medium suppression of back-to-back phenomena could be
responsible for this magnitude asymmetry [9,10]. Oppositely
charged pairs from the CME may not freeze out back to back,
but instead with one of the particles deflected closer to the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Modulated sign correlations (msc) com-
pared to the three-point correlator versus centrality for Au + Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. Shown with triangles is the msc

[Eq. (5)]. The systematic uncertainties are shown in detail in Fig. 7.
Diamonds and circles show the three-point correlator [Eq. (1)] and
the gray bars reflect the conditions of "pT > 0.15 GeV/c and
"η > 0.15 applied to the three-point correlator, discussed in the text.
For comparison, the model calculation of THERMINATOR [21] is also
shown.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The msc split into two composite parts
versus centrality for Au + Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. Shaded

areas represent the systematic uncertainty owing to the event-plane
determination. For comparison with the "msc term, we also put
−v2/N and the model calculation of MEVSIM [24], described in the
text.

event plane owing to multiple scattering within the medium.
This is most likely to occur for the particle traversing the largest
path length through the medium. However, when we weight
all azimuthal regions of charge separation equally, as with the
msc in Fig. 6, we do not recover a magnitude symmetry.

The two terms of the msc in Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 7.
We observe that same and opposite-charge correlations in
the "N term have very similar magnitudes, but opposite
signs for all centrality bins. This feature is expected from
the construction of the "N term owing to the relatively
large and approximately equal positive and negative charge
multiplicities. A model calculation including statistical + dy-
namical fluctuations of particle azimuthal distributions should
be performed to rule out P-even explanations. The "msc
term has a similar magnitude for same- and opposite-charge
correlations, indicating a charge-independent background for
the correlations. Thus, the source of the magnitude asymmetry
between same- and opposite-charge correlations about zero as
shown in Fig. 6 is isolated in the "msc term. (Note that the
sum of both terms yields the total msc.) To further investigate
the source of this background, we plot −v2/N , a simplified
estimate of the effect owing to momentum conservation and
elliptic flow [22]. Here v2 was introduced in Eq. (2), and
the values are from Ref. [23]. N represents the total number
of produced particles, but in this practice we only counted
those within |η| < 1. −v2/N well matches the "msc term for
0%–50% collisions. MEVSIM is a Monte Carlo event generator,
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ϕα, ϕβ, ϕc are the azimuthal angles of the charged particles measure by STAR TPC 

MEASUREMENT OF CHARGE MULTIPLICITY ASYMMETRY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 89, 044908 (2014)
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FIG. 12. The values of !⟨A2⟩ − !⟨A+A−⟩, scaled by Npart, as a
function of the measured average elliptic anisotropy ⟨vobs

2 ⟩ in Au + Au
collisions. The centrality bin number is labeled by each data point, 0
for 70–80% up to 8 for 0–5%. The error bars are statistical only.

opposite-sign pairs, and the same- and opposite-sign difference
may be dominated by physics backgrounds. For example, local
charge conservation will naturally cause differences between
the same- and opposite-sign pairs [29]. In fact, the results
shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the centrality dependence of the
asymmetry correlations is similar to the centrality dependence
of the elliptic anisotropy. This is more clearly shown in Fig. 12,
where the difference between the same- and opposite-sign
results (scaled by Npart) is plotted as a function of the measured
average elliptic anisotropy in each centrality bin. The depen-
dence is roughly linear; the lines in Fig. 12 show two linear
fits, one with the intercept fixed at zero and the other with the
intercept as a free parameter. If the charge separation is indeed
a correlation background, then the approximate proportionality
suggests that the charge-dependent correlation strength is
insensitive to centrality. However, the apparent linear relation-
ship does not necessarily mean that the charge separation must
be an anisotropy related background. Because the CME and
the average anisotropy are both functions of centrality, they
can be indirectly related resulting in an apparent relationship
between the charge separation and the average anisotropy.

In order to gain further insights, one wants to fix the
centrality, hence, the possible CME, and vary the event
anisotropy. This can be achieved by the study in Fig. 7 of
the asymmetry correlations as a function of the event-by-event
elliptic anisotropy of the measured particles. Figure 7 suggests,
given a fixed range of centrality, that the bulk event structure
may have a significant effect and the backgrounds for same-
and opposite-sign pairs may indeed differ. The results in Fig. 7
could be interpreted as follows. The values of δ⟨A2

LR⟩ decrease
with increasing vobs

2 , while the values of δ⟨A2
UD⟩ increase. The

trends of δ⟨A2
LR⟩ could result from a relative abundance of

back-to-back same-sign pairs in plane rather than out of plane.
The more abundant back-to-back pairs in-plane give a larger
vobs

2 and reduce the LR asymmetry, thereby decreasing δ⟨A2
LR⟩.

Likewise, the δ⟨A2
UD⟩ trends could result from a reduction in

the back-to-back same-sign pairs out of plane rather than in
plane, which increases both the vobs

2 and δ⟨A2
UD⟩. The vobs

2
dependencies in δ⟨A+A−⟩UD and δ⟨A+A−⟩LR are significantly
weaker. The trends seem to be opposite from those in δ⟨A2

UD⟩
and δ⟨A2

LR⟩. This may stem from the different nature of the
correlations between opposite-sign pairs (small-angle) and
same-sign pairs (back-to-back). These behaviors of δ⟨A2⟩ and
δ⟨A+A−⟩ with vobs

2 may be in-line with suggestions that those
charge correlations arise from cluster particle correlations
overlaid with elliptic anisotropy [28,29].

Figure 13 (left panel) shows the difference between same-
and opposite-sign correlations, ! = !⟨A2⟩ − !⟨A+A−⟩, as a
function of the event-by-event vobs

2 in 20–40% central Au + Au
collisions. At large positive vobs

2 , !⟨A2⟩ > !⟨A+A−⟩ is
consistent with the CME. It is possible that at significantly
negative vobs

2 , the reconstructed EP may be orthogonal to,
rather than aligned with, the real reaction plane so UD and
LR are flipped. As a result, the negative ! would really
be positive if calculated related to the true reaction plane.
This would also be consistent with the CME. On the other
hand, for events with modest negative vobs

2 > −0.1, it is found
by the subevent method that the EP resolution is relatively
well defined (see Fig. 25 in Appendix B 6). However, in
the region −0.1 < vobs

2 ! 0, the values of ! are negative.
This suggests that the CME, which should give !⟨A2⟩ >
!⟨A+A−⟩, cannot be entirely responsible for the present
observations.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) ! = !⟨A2⟩ − !⟨A+A−⟩ as a function of vobs
2 , the event-by-event elliptical anisotropy of particle distributions

relative to the second-harmonic event plane reconstructed from TPC tracks (left panel) and the first harmonic event plane reconstructed from
the ZDC-SMD neutron signals (middle panel) in 20–40% central Au + Au collisions. Right panel: Average ! for events with |vobs

2 | < 0.04
relative to the TPC event plane as a function of centrality. The error bars are statistical only.
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Resonance decay background 
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Resonance decay background�
STAR, Phys.Rev.Lett.92,092301 (2004)�

Ø Resonance background 
     resonance decay + v2 -> will give a CME-like Δγ signal 
Ø  Identify/remove those background by invariant mass 

Fuqiang Wang, Jie Zhao, Phys.Rev.C 95,051901(R) (2017) 
                             STAR, Phys.Rev.Lett.103,251601 (2009)  
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FIG. 1. (a) γ = ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ for same-sign (γSS) and opposite-sign pairs (γOS) within |η| < 1 and (b) &γ = γOS − γSS vs centrality
bin (1, most peripheral; 9, most central) from the resonance simulation (ρ,η,ω), compared to STAR data from Refs. [14,15].

real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] Simulation of ρ only, with fixed pT,ρ = 1.0 GeV/c and fixed v2,ρ = 5%. (a) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs
2,π,ebye, and (b) ⟨v2,ρ⟩

vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] Simulation of ρ only, with fixed pT,ρ = 1.0 GeV/c and fixed v2,ρ = 5%. (a) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs
2,π,ebye, and (b) ⟨v2,ρ⟩

vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] Simulation of ρ only, with fixed pT,ρ = 1.0 GeV/c and fixed v2,ρ = 5%. (a) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs
2,π,ebye, and (b) ⟨v2,ρ⟩

vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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where OS and SS describe the charge sign combinations between the ↵ and � par-
ticle.

The � correlator can be calculated by the three-particle correlation method
without an explicit determination of the reaction plane; instead, the role of the
reaction plane is played by the third particle, c. Under the assumption that particle
c is correlated with particles ↵ and � only via common correlation to the reaction
plane, we have:

hcos(�↵ + �� � 2 RP )i = hcos(�↵ + �� � 2�c)i/v2,c (4)

where v2,c is the elliptic flow parameter of the particle c, and �↵, �� and �c are the
azimuthal angles of particle ↵, � and c, respectively.

2. Challenges and Strategies

A significant �� has indeed been observed in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and
LHC.11,14–19 The first � measurement was made by the STAR collaboration at
RHIC in 2009.14 Fig. 1 shows their � correlator as a function of the collision cen-
trality in Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV. Charge dependent

signal of the same-sign and opposite-sign charge � correlators have been observed.
Similarly, Fig. 2 shows the �OS and �SS correlator as a function of the collision cen-
trality in Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 7.7-200 GeV from STAR17 and in Pb+Pb

collisions at 2.76 TeV from ALICE.18 At high collision energies, charge dependent
signals are observed, and �OS is larger than �SS. The di↵erence between �OS and
�SS, ��, decreases with increasing centrality, which would be consistent with ex-
pectation of the magnetic field strength to decrease with increasing centrality. At
the low collision energy of

p
sNN =7.7 GeV, the di↵erence between the �OS and

�SS disappears, which could be consistent with the disappearance of the CME in
the hadronic dominant stage at this energy. Thus, these results are qualitatively
consistent with the CME expectation.

There are, however, mundane physics that could generate the same e↵ect as
the CME in the �� variable, which contribute to the background in the �� mea-
surements. An example is the resonance or cluster decay (coupled with v2) back-
ground;20–22 the �� variable is ambiguous between a back-to-back OS pair from
the CME perpendicular to  2 and an OS pair from a resonance decay along  2.
Calculations with local charge conservation and momentum conservation e↵ects can
almost fully account for the measured �� signal at RHIC.12,13,23 A Multi-Phase
Transport (AMPT)24–26 model simulations can also largely account for the mea-
sured �� signal.27,28 In general, these backgrounds are generated by two particle
correlations coupled with elliptic flow (v2):

hcos(�↵ + �� � 2 RP )i = hcos(�↵ + �� � 2�reso. + 2�reso. � 2 RP )i,
⇡ hcos(�↵ + �� � 2�reso.i ⇥ v2,reso..
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FIG. 1. (a) γ = ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ for same-sign (γSS) and opposite-sign pairs (γOS) within |η| < 1 and (b) &γ = γOS − γSS vs centrality
bin (1, most peripheral; 9, most central) from the resonance simulation (ρ,η,ω), compared to STAR data from Refs. [14,15].

real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] Simulation of ρ only, with fixed pT,ρ = 1.0 GeV/c and fixed v2,ρ = 5%. (a) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs
2,π,ebye, and (b) ⟨v2,ρ⟩

vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] Simulation of ρ only, with fixed pT,ρ = 1.0 GeV/c and fixed v2,ρ = 5%. (a) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs
2,π,ebye, and (b) ⟨v2,ρ⟩

vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
particles, i.e., all charged pions in the case of our simulation.
Figure 2(a) shows &γ as a function of v2,π,ebye = ⟨cos 2(φπ −
ψPP)⟩ in same event (black points) and mixed event (red
points). The same proportionality is observed for mixed
event, but the same-event result shows only an approximate
proportionality; there is a finite intercept at v2,π,ebye = 0. As
a result, the mixed-event subtracted result (blue points) shows
a finite &γ . This is because, when v2,π,ebye = 0, the average

v2,ρ,ebye is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the
mixed event does not faithfully reproduce the background
in the same event. There is remaining background even at
v2,π,ebye = 0.

Still we generate only ρ in the simulation but with realistic
pT distribution and pT -dependent v2,ρ(pT ). Figure 2(c) shows
&γ as a function of v2,ρ,ebye for same event and mixed event.
The same-event intercept is not exactly zero in this case,
even with v2,ρ,ebye = 0. This is due to the induced correlation
between the ρ decay angle and v2,ρ , because both depend on
pT , as shown in Fig. 2(d). As a result, the factorization in
Eq. (2) does not strictly hold, and residual correlation remains
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vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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real signal, and in this case the real signal is zero, as it should
be.

Unfortunately, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to
measure v2,ρ,ebye. One can only measure v2,ebye of final-state
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FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] Simulation of ρ only, with fixed pT,ρ = 1.0 GeV/c and fixed v2,ρ = 5%. (a) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs
2,π,ebye, and (b) ⟨v2,ρ⟩

vs v2,π,ebye; the finite ⟨v2,ρ⟩ at v2,π,ebye = 0 is the reason why flow background cannot be removed completely by mixed events or by v2,π,ebye = 0.
[(c), (d)] Simulation of ρ only, but with realistic pT,ρ and v2,ρ distributions from 200 GeV Au+Au data. (c) ⟨cos(α + β − 2ψPP)⟩ vs vobs

2,ρ,ebye,
and (d) correlation between decay angle ⟨cos(α + β − 2φρ)⟩ and cos 2(φρ − ψPP), induced by their dependencies on pT . The correlation breaks
the factorization in Eq. (1) and is the reason why residual flow background still exists after mixed-event subtraction or by v2,ρ,ebye = 0. Only
OS correlators are plotted; the SS correlators are all zero.
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where OS and SS describe the charge sign combinations between the ↵ and � par-
ticle.

The � correlator can be calculated by the three-particle correlation method
without an explicit determination of the reaction plane; instead, the role of the
reaction plane is played by the third particle, c. Under the assumption that particle
c is correlated with particles ↵ and � only via common correlation to the reaction
plane, we have:

hcos(�↵ + �� � 2 RP )i = hcos(�↵ + �� � 2�c)i/v2,c (4)

where v2,c is the elliptic flow parameter of the particle c, and �↵, �� and �c are the
azimuthal angles of particle ↵, � and c, respectively.

2. Challenges and Strategies

A significant �� has indeed been observed in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and
LHC.11,14–19 The first � measurement was made by the STAR collaboration at
RHIC in 2009.14 Fig. 1 shows their � correlator as a function of the collision cen-
trality in Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV. Charge dependent

signal of the same-sign and opposite-sign charge � correlators have been observed.
Similarly, Fig. 2 shows the �OS and �SS correlator as a function of the collision cen-
trality in Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 7.7-200 GeV from STAR17 and in Pb+Pb

collisions at 2.76 TeV from ALICE.18 At high collision energies, charge dependent
signals are observed, and �OS is larger than �SS. The di↵erence between �OS and
�SS, ��, decreases with increasing centrality, which would be consistent with ex-
pectation of the magnetic field strength to decrease with increasing centrality. At
the low collision energy of

p
sNN =7.7 GeV, the di↵erence between the �OS and

�SS disappears, which could be consistent with the disappearance of the CME in
the hadronic dominant stage at this energy. Thus, these results are qualitatively
consistent with the CME expectation.

There are, however, mundane physics that could generate the same e↵ect as
the CME in the �� variable, which contribute to the background in the �� mea-
surements. An example is the resonance or cluster decay (coupled with v2) back-
ground;20–22 the �� variable is ambiguous between a back-to-back OS pair from
the CME perpendicular to  2 and an OS pair from a resonance decay along  2.
Calculations with local charge conservation and momentum conservation e↵ects can
almost fully account for the measured �� signal at RHIC.12,13,23 A Multi-Phase
Transport (AMPT)24–26 model simulations can also largely account for the mea-
sured �� signal.27,28 In general, these backgrounds are generated by two particle
correlations coupled with elliptic flow (v2):

hcos(�↵ + �� � 2 RP )i = hcos(�↵ + �� � 2�reso. + 2�reso. � 2 RP )i,
⇡ hcos(�↵ + �� � 2�reso.i ⇥ v2,reso..

(5)
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STAR, PRL 92,092301 (2004) F. Wang, J. Zhao, PRC 95,051901(R) (2017) 
                      STAR, PRL103,251601 (2009)  

Ø Resonance background: resonance decay + v2 è CME-like Δγ 
Ø Can we remove/isolate the background? 
Ø Exploiting invariant mass dependence of Δγ  
Ø Δγ with respect to ΨRP and ΨPP H.-J. Xu, et al, arXiv:1710.07265  

J. Zhao, et al, arXiv:1705.05410  

  cos(φα +φβ − 2ψ RP )

= cos(φα +φβ − 2φreso. + 2φreso. − 2ψ RP )

≈ cos(φα +φβ − 2φreso. × v2, reso.
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Identify resonance Bkg by minv(π+π-) 
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γ = cos(φα +φβ − 2φc ) / v2,c{2}

Full TPC acc. (|η|<1),  
pion PID by TOF  

Ø  Data show resonance structure in Δγ as function of invariant mass (minv) 
Ø  At high minv >1.5 GeV/c2, Δγ is (5±2±4)% of the inclusive Δγ in 200 GeV Au+Au 20-50% 
Ø  Systematic uncertainty currently estimated by run differences and different ways of

 combining runs (combine the Δγ first or the fractions directly) 
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Bkg shape by event shape engineering  

J. Zhao Purdue 3 

Event shape engineering�
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γ = cos(φα +φβ − 2φc ) / v2,c{2}
!q2 =

1
N

(cos2φ,sin2φ∑ )

η 1 -1 

Δγ(m) = r(m)*cos(α+β-2ϕreso.)*v2,reso.+ CME 

ESE select events with diff. v2 by q2 class (A, B) 

Bkg Δγ mass shape: ΔγA-ΔγB  

CME the same for events from different q2 classes 

Fit Δγ = k*(ΔγA-ΔγB) + CME  

Bkg Δγ mass shape 
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Ø  TPC sub-event, one side for ESE (other side for ref.), pion PID by TPC dE/dx 
Ø  Obtain the Bkg Δγ minv shape by event shape engineering (ESE) 

Fit range minv from 0.4 to 1.5 GeV/c2  
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Bkg shape by event shape engineering  
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Ø  TPC sub-event, one side for ESE (other side for ref.), pion PID by TPC dE/dx 
Ø  Obtain the Bkg Δγ minv shape by event shape engineering (ESE) 

Bkg Δγ mass shape: ΔγA-ΔγB 
Δγ = k*(ΔγA-ΔγB) + CME 

To properly handle errors, fit ΔγA vs. ΔγB with 
ΔγA=b*ΔγB +(1-b)*CME Fit range minv from 0.4 to 1.5 GeV/c2  
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Bkg + CME fit at low invariant mass 

Ø Bkg subtracted Δγ / inclusive Δγ: 

(2±4±6)% in 200 GeV 20-50% Au+Au 
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Use ΨPP and ΨRP to solve Bkg and CME 

fEP (CME) = CME{ψ TPC} / Δγ {ψ TPC} = r / (r +1/ a)= (A / a −1) / (1 / a2 −1)

Ø  ΨPP maximizes flow,                                     è         flow background 
Ø  ΨRP maximizes the magnetic field (B),         è         CME signal   
Ø  ΨPP and ΨRP are correlated, but not identical due to geometry fluctuations 

a = v2 {ψ ZDC} / v2 {ψ TPC},  A = Δγ {ψ ZDC} / Δγ {ψ TPC}

Δγ {ψ TPC} = CME{ψ TPC}+ Bkg{ψ TPC}
Δγ {ψ ZDC} = CME{ψ ZDC}+ Bkg{ψ ZDC}
CME{ψ TPC} = a*CME{ψ ZDC},  Bkg{ψ ZDC} = a*Bkg{ψ TPC}

Δγ w.r.t. TPC ΨEP (proxy of ΨPP ) and ZDC Ψ1 (proxy
 of ΨRP) contain different fractions of CME and Bkg 

RP
ψ

B
ψ

PP
ψ

b

Figure 1: (Color online) Sketch of a heavy ion collision projected onto the transverse plane

(perpendicular to the beam direction).  RP is the reaction plane (impact parameter, b)
direction,  PP the participant plane direction (of interacting nucleons, denoted by the solid

circles), and  B the magnetic field direction (mainly from spectator protons, denoted by

the open circles together with spectator neutrons).

small-system collisions [33, 30, 31], invariant mass study [34], and by new

observables [35, 36]. The lhc data seem to suggest that the cme signal is

small and consistent with zero [31, 32], while the situation at rhic is less

clear [8].

To better gauge background contributions, isobaric 96

44

Ru+96

44

Ru (RuRu)

and 96

40

Zr+96

40

Zr (ZrZr) collisions have been proposed [37] and planned at rhic

in 2018. Their QCD backgrounds are expected to be almost the same because

of the same mass number, whereas the atomic numbers, hence B, di↵er by

10%. These expectations are qualitatively confirmed by studies [38] with

Woods-Saxon (ws) nuclear densities; the cme signal over background could

be improved by a factor of seven in comparative measurements of RuRu and

ZrZr collisions than each of them individually. A recent study by us [39] has

shown, however, that there could exist large uncertainties on the di↵erences

in both the overlap geometry eccentricity (✏2) and B due to nuclear density

deviations from ws. As a result, the isobaric collisions may not provide a

clear-cut answer to the existence or the lack of the cme.

4

H-J. Xu, et al, arXiv:1710.07265  

r = CME{ψ ZDC}
Bkg{ψ TPC}

= a −1
a +1

− A −1
A +1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

a −1
a +1

+ A −1
A +1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ =

A − a
1− Aa

Both are experimental measurements 
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Δγ with respect to ΨPP and ΨRP  

J. Zhao Purdue 1 

Event shape engineering�

sub-event 1� sub-event 2�

�EP1� α, β��ZDC1� �ZDC2�

η -1 1 

γ = cos(ϕα+ϕβ-2ψ)/R,  v2= cos(2ϕ -2ψ)/R     

Ψ= ΨPP or ΨRP,  R the corresponding resolution 

ΨPP from TPC ψEP1 (-1<η<-0.075 ) or ψEP2 (0.075<η<1)  

ΨRP from combined ZDC ψzdc1 and ψzdc2 

Poskanzer, Voloshin,  PRC 58, 3 (1998);  
STAR, PRC 86, 054908 (2012) 
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TPC sub-event (east and west) method to reduce non-flow effects 
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CME (EP) fraction 

20-50% 
centrality 

TPC sub-event   (9±4±7)% 

TPC full-event   (12±4±11)% 

Δγ with respect to ΨPP and ΨRP  

Ø  CME fractions are (9±4±7)% and (12±4±11)% from TPC sub-event and TPC
 full-event methods in 200 GeV 20-50% Au+Au collisions, respectively   
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nevertheless also look at full TPC acceptance 
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Ø   Identify resonance Bkg by ππ invariant mass.  
     Observation of resonance structure in Δγ at minv<1.5 GeV/c2.  
     Isolate the possible CME from Bkg by invariant mass + ESE. 
Ø   Δγ with respect to ΨPP and ΨRP, isolate possible CME from Bkg 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ø  These data-driven estimates indicate that: 
      possible CME signal is small, within 1-2σ from zero 

Summary 

Year Minbias events 
Run11  ~0.5B 
Run14    ~0.8B  

Run16  ~1.2B 

γ∆ / inclusive γ∆Possible CME 
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STAR preliminary
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Ø  These data-driven estimates indicate that: 
      possible CME signal is small, within 1-2σ from zero 

Summary 

Year Minbias events 
Run11  ~0.5B 
Run14    ~0.8B  

Run16  ~1.2B 

Ø  More Au+Au data (+isobar) 
Ø  Consider ZDC upgrades for ΨRP 
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